
July 21. 1943 

Dear Dr. Dempster: 

I have read your analysis of report A-55 dated July 9. lJ;i 
and you and I have since that time gone jointly over report A•55. In the 

following I am giving you a reaume of the statements I made to you in 

connection with report A-55: 

1. A-55 gives a recipe which permits to determine for a lattice of 

uranium spheres in graphite for what radius R of uranium spheres and for 

what ratios of uranium to carbon for any given R the multiplication fac-

tor can be expected to be close to its highest possible value. By using 

the formulae and the constants given in the paper one finds for room 

temperature and density of 15 grams per cc for the best radius R. a value 

slightly above 5 am. Similarly. for 900PC one finds for the best radius 

R. a value of about 8 em.. All examples given in the paper refer either 

at 5 em spheres at roam temperatures or to 8 em spheres at 900°C. 

!he corresponding ratios or uranium and carbon can be easily 

calculated from the· formulae given in A•55. lo ratio of uranium to carbon 
, at 900°C 

is explicitly given for 8 em spheres/but this could be obtained simply 

by putting the set ot values given on page 20 in A-65 into the formulae 

given in the p~er. Per 5 om spheres at room temperature a ratio of 

uranium weight to graphite weight of 3 to 10 is given in A-55. 

It is my contention that for all the R values. and all weight 

ratios recommended in A-56. the mUltiplication factor is larger than 1 

and that A-65 teaches how to obtain a lattice which is capable of sustain-

ing a chain reaction. 
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!he theory given in the paper for the determination of the most 

favorable ai&es and mixtures is an approx~ation which holds only for small 

uranium spheres. say spheres below 8 em radius. The theor,y neglects varioua 

factors which co'I.Ulteract eaoh other and thereby leads to very simple formulae. 

a) The theory proven in A- 56 permits to calculate tor any given Radius R 

betweell 5 and 8 em the most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon in the 

following manners 

The value or £. is calculated from R. the radius of the uranium 

spheres by means of equation (20a). The value of all physical constants 

occuring in equation (20a) are given in the paper. Having obtained the 

value of £ the value of gm can be alculated either fran equation (26) or 

from equation (27). Having obtained gm the moat favorable ratio or urani\D 

to carbon corresponding to the chosen value of R can be obtained from equa• 

tion (33a). 

An alternative method which is mathematically identical gives 

the uranium-carbon ratio of cabulating in addition to £ and gm also P 
from equation (19) and then substituting the values of E • ~ , and gJn into 

equation (33). 

If the uranium graphite ratio has been calculated we may obtain 

the distance between neighboring uranium spheres in a cubic close-packed 

lattice from equation (34) or more directly tram equation (35). 

(Please note that the distance of 51 em given on p.l2 is not 

the distance corresponding to a physically real case, but is a maximum 

distance which can be gotten from equation (36) by means of a set of values 
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which are most pessimistically chosen, among all the values occurring on P• 20 

for the purpose of demonstrating that there is no danger of this dist&nee 

becoming larger c®lpared to the distance ff which is about 50 em. S e in 

this connection the first paragraph on p.ll.) 

b) In order to get the most favorable multiplication factor we have 

according to A-55 to choose R so as to make E a maximum. This is obvious trom 

equation (26) which shows that gm increases with increasing f. • Accordingly 

in order to make the multip&ication factor a max~um we have to choose R so as 

to make f. aa given by experession (20a) a maximUll. As stated before, the 

max~um ia at room temperatur e slightly above R•6 om for uranium density ot 

16 gms per co. If the temperature is increased to OOOOC, the absorption and 

capture cross sections are reduced by a factor 2 and the ax1mum for R ahifta 

by a factor of Vz into the neighborhood of R-8 em. 

2. A-55 as eo far discussed in the present memorandum deals only with 

the question or how to obtain the optimum else for the uranium spheres and the 

optimum ratios of uranium to cafibon. It ia,. however, also of interest to 

know whether tor the optimum case, the multiplication factor will be larger 

than 1. In this respect. A- 55 most emphatically asserts that this will be 

the case and gives on p . 21 for room temperature a rough guess of (~q-1) 

being 1/8 which corresponds to a multiplication factor of~ • 1 . 125. !his 
. 6 

corresponds to ~{value given on p.2~ for spheres or 6 em radius at room 

temperature) and a value of){• 1.87, which ia in accordance with the value 

of _.,l.(given on p.l7 if we take into account the explicitly stated experimental 

error given on p.l7 for P• 

It should be noted that only the product ~ enters into the 

determination of the critioa.l radius ?--and that it is indi&rent from the 

point of view or the chain reaction in what way this product is apli t into 

tUX"'''"' 
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the two factors ;l(and q. 

Similarly, Joliot•s experiment which is discussed in the paper does not 

directly measure ~but measures a combination of constants something close 

to;,<.-- x (l. p). p is connected with the resonance absorption of uranium, and 

A-55 phaaises that its value is very badly known. Although it is, therefore. 

somewhat wcertain in what way this product has to be split into J{_and l•p 

this uncertainty does not affect the results of Joliot•s experiments inasmuch 

a it shows that ura::. iura-water mixtures may have a multiplication factor which 

is, rather close to 1 . 

At the time when the paper was written I knew from experiments 

made on heterogenous and homogenous systems of uraJi.un and water that such 

systems have a multiplication factor which in the most favorable cases 

comes rwthwc rather close to 1 but most piiX probably stays below 1. It 

one now replaces aa a slowing agent, one hydrogen atom 1rlth 26 to 30 

carbon atoms one should expect a system in which the loss of' neutrons due to 

uranila resonance is about equal to loss of resonance 1n the hydrogen system. 

Since the absorption of 25 to 30 carbon atoms of a cross section of . 00.5 

each is only about .13 to .15 whereas the thermal absorption cross section 

of a hydrogen atom is about .3. So it may be seen that the uraniUJ~~oeegraphite 

system is more favorable and can be expected to have a multiplication factor above 

1, but cannot lB expected to have a multiplication factor very much above 1 unless 

the carbon cross section should be considerably 101fer than . 005.1 ______ .._.., _______ _ 
•(Pl ease note that if the carbon absorption cross section were . 01, then the above 

consideration would show that carbon and hydrogen are just about equal . I 

stated this fact in my letter to Fermi, July 3, 1939 and my statement was baaed 

on the consideration given above. Even so. carbon would have an advantage over 

hydrogen is used in a l!eterogeneoua sy1tem. tor reasons which were g1 ven in my 
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At the time when A- 55 was written the best value for~appeared to 

be about 2. This would have led to a multiplication factor which was obviously 

far too high above 1 had Inot made a very pessllnistic assumption about the 

resonanc absorption of small spheres ot uraniun and assuned that IUIIdl rich 

uranium spheres absorb at resonance considerably more than any other known 

element which has an even atomic number. Only in this way could I obtain 

for Oc(C) • 0 . 005 sufficiently small value tor qm to give a produotftJl 

not too far above 1 . 

!he quantity of resonance absorption enters into A--55 by means ot 

a length B which A-6* took to be 6.5 om. The assumption ol such a large res

onance ab1orption leads to very low values of qm but if we multiply q with 

;t(-in order to obtain the multiplication factor we come out with the approxi

matel y oorreot result. lad I at the t~e when A- 56 was written used the correct 

value for the resoaanoe ~ absorption of uranium in conjunction with the val ue 

of~2 I would have come out with far too high values for the multiplication tao

tor which would not have fitted with my knowledge that the graphite-'8J"&nium ayetem 

can only be slightly better than the water-uranium system and, therefore. cannot 

have a multiplication factor very much above 1. unless the use of carbon were much 

sr~ller than o.oos. 

letter to Fen:d. July 5, 1939, which reads as fol lows a "carbon would also have an 

advantage over hydrogen in so far as there is no change in the u. scattering orou 

section. in the transition from the resonance re~ion to the thermal region. Con
finite 

sequently, if layers of uranium oxide of fbsta thickness are used, the diffusion 

of the thermal neutrons produced in the carbon to the uranium layer is not adversel y 

attected as 1n the case of hydrogen by such a change.• It is due to this tact that 

we can use fairl y large spheres o£ uran1an and fairl y large distances between theae 

1pheres 1n the graphite and that is the reason ~ A- 65 was juatified 1n stating 
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The assumption or B-6.6 em in A-56 has only a slight falsit,ying 

effect on the recipe which leads to the selection of the most favorable iK 

weight ratios and , therefore. these recipes lead to si&ea and weight ratios which 

are close to giving the highest possible multiplication factor. 

o. I submit that it is not justified to oritiois.e A-65 on the ground that 

if the value of certain constants used in the paper is replaced by illodern 

values for those constans while the value of other constants used in the paper 

is left untouched one comes out with entirely wrong resultl. A-55 uses the 

constants only in certain combinations and the constants were so adjusted to 

each other as to make those combinations come out right. 

3. On page 21, a tor.mula is given for the critical radius~. Using the 

value of 50 om given on p.21 have~ne may write, 

This formula is correct in ten:ts or }.l.st and gives toz;«. q•l.l25,j_. 250 am 

corresponding to about 100 tons of graphite. 

In view of the general statements made in the paper concerning the 

inaccuracy of some of the constants involved, and in view of the great sensitivity 

of the formula for ~to changes in the multiplication factor, it must be obvious 

she of the proposed chain reacting syst•• It is y contention. whioh I do 

no~pose to discuss here, that in February, 1940, there were methode available 

and known to men skilled in the art of inducing radioactivity by neutrons which per-

mi. tted to determine the accurate si&e by making measurements on structures which 

were smaller than the accurate &ife• 

--~---------·-----
that even it the carbon cross section were as high as .01, the graphite-uranium system 

would give a multiplication factor just slightly above 1, in the oaae of the most 

favorable conditions.} 
tav 
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July 21, 1943 

.-t1es:r· i3t • BefllpS ter i 

'1.3 
I have read your analysis of report A-55 dated July 9, 19&$ 

and you and I have since that tim.e gone jointly over report A•55. In the 

following I am giving you a resume of the statements I made to you in 

connection ~th report A-55: 

1. A-55 gives a recipe which permits to determine for a lattice of 

uranium spheres in graphite for what radius R of uranium spheres and for 

what ratios of uranium to carbon for any given R the multiplication fac-

tor can be expected to be close to its highest possible value. By using 

the formulae and the constants given in the paper one finds for room 

temperature and density of 15 grams per cc for the beat radius R, a value 

slightly above 5 em. Similarly~ for 900°C one finds for the best radius 

R, a value of abou.t 8 em.. All examples given in the paper refer either 

at 5 em spheres at roam temperatures or to 8 em spheres at 900°C. 

The corresponding ratios or \tranium and carbon can be easily 

calculated from the formulae given in A-56. No ratio of uranium to carbon 
at 900°C 

is explicitly given for 8 em spheres/but this could be obtained simply 

by putting the set of values given on page 20 in ~55 into the formulae 

given in the p~ er. For 5 em spheres at room temperature a ratio of 

uranium weight to graphite weight of 3 to 10 is given in A-55. 

It is my contention that for all the R values, and all weight 

ratios recommended in A-55, the m~iplication factor is larger than 1 

and that A-55 teaches how to obtain a lattice which is capable of sustain-

ing a chain reaction. 
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The theory given in the paper for the determination of the most 

favorable sizes and mixtures is an approxtmation Which holds only for mnall 

uranium spheres, say spheres below 8 em radius. The theory neglects various 

factors which counteract each other and thereby leads to very simple formulae. 
~~IHV--

a) The theory prg¥eR in A-55 permits to calculate for any given Radius R 

between 5 and 8 em the most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon in the 

following manners 

The value of f is calculated from R, the radius of the uranium 

sphere~ by means of equation {20a). The value of all physical constants 

occuring in equation (20a) are given in the paper. Having obtained the 

value of e the value of ~ can be ciculated either from equation {26) or 

from equation (27). Having obtained~ the most favorable ratio of uranium 

to carbon corresponding to the chosen value of R can be obtained from equa-

tion (33a). 

An alternative method which is mathematically identical gives 

the uranium-carbon ratio of cabulating in addition to ~ and t also r' 

from equation (19) and then substituting the values of E , f , and rpn into 

equation (33). 

If the uranium graphite ratio has been calculated we may obtain 

the distance between neighboring uranium spheres in a cubic close-packed 

lattice from equation (34) or more directly from equation (35). 
L~ 

(Please note that the distance of(£1 em given on p.l2 is not 

the distance corresponding to a physically real case, but is a maximum 

distance which can be gotten from equation (35) by means of a set of values 
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which are most pessimistically chosen, among all the values occurring on P• 20 

for the purpose of demonstrating that there is no danger of this dist~ce l_ 

becoming larger compared to the distance ~which is about 50 em. See in 

this connection the first paragraph on p.ll.) 

b) In order to get the most favorable multiplication factor we have 

according to A-55 to choose R so as to make fa maximum. This is obvious from 

equation {26) which shows that~ increases with increasing£ 
~-; : ;,.~~~ 1'2 ~~~ 
V in order to make the multipmication factor a maximum we ave to 

/f.f? ~ ~ 
Accordingly / 

t:VO ,4-.-~,..,....c..._; 

chooseR so as ~ 
~ 

to make[. as given by experession {20a) a maximum~ stated before, the 

maxim~,. at room temperatur,...e slightly above R•5 em for uranium density of 

15 gms per cc. If the temperature is increased to 900°0, the absorption and 

capture cross sections are reduced by a factor 2 and the maximum for R shifts 

by a factor of '{2 into the neighborhood of R-8 em. 

2. ~55 as so far discussed in the present memorandum deals only with 

the question of how to obtain the optimum size for the uranitun spheres and the 

optimum ratios of uranium to ca6bon. It is, however, also of interest to 

know whether for the optimum case, the multiplication factor will he larger 

than 1. In this respect, A-55 most emphatically assents that this will be 

the case and gives on p.21 for room temperature~ (_ftq-1)= fi, 
leing 1/4 which corresponds to a multiplication factor of_).Lq • 1.125. This 

'/.-.....= .s 
corresponds to ~value given on p.21j for spheres of' 5 em radius at room 

temperature~ and a value of)l• 1.87, which is in accordance with the value 

of~iven on p.l7 if we take into account the explicitly stated experimental 

error given on p.l7 for P• 

It should be noted that only the product A._q enters into the 

determination of the critical radius~ and that it is indi~rent from the 

point of view of the chain reaction in what way this product is split into 
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the tw:o factors./"(- and q. 

Similarly, Joliet's experiment which is discussed in the paper does not 

directly measure~ but measures a combination of constants something close 

to tL x (l .. p). p is connected with the resonance absorption of uranium, and 
/ 

A-55 emphasizes that its value is very badly known. Although it is, therefore6 

somewhat uncertain in what way this product has to be split into ~and l .. p 

this uncertainty does not affect the results of Joliet's experiments inasmuch 

a it shov1s that ura:. i\.Uillloowater mixtures may have a multiplication factor which 

is, rather close to 1. 

At the time wh n the paper was written I knew from experiments 

made on heterogenous and hom genous systems of uranum and water that such 

systems have a multiplication ctor which in the most favorable cases 

comes xrtkwx rather close to 1 b t most ~ probably stays below 1. If 

one now replaces as a slowing age t, one hydrogen atom with 25 to 30 

carbon atoms one should expect a sy tem in which the loss of neutrons due to 

uranium resonance is about equal the hydrogen~em. 
~ the absorption of 25 to 30 section of .005 

each is only about .13 to .15 whereas the ther.mal absorption cross section 

of a hydrogen atom is about .3. So it may be seen that the urani~graphite 

system is more favorable and can be expected to have a multiplication factor above 

1, but cannotm expected to have a mu1tiplica ·on factor very much above 1 unless 

the carbon cross section should be considerably ower than .oos.¥ 

•(Please note that j_f the carbon absorption cross section were .01, then the above 

consideration would show that carbon ~~d hydrogen ~e j ust about equal. I 

stated this fact in my letter to Fermi, July 3, 193~d my statement was based 

on the consideration given above. Even so, carbon wou~ d have an advantage over 

hydrogen is used in a Reterogeneous system, for reasons which were given in my 
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At the time when A-55 was written the best value for_.,l( appeared to 

be about 2. This would have 

far too high above 1 had rfot 

resonance absorption of small 

uranium spheres absorb at 

element which has an even 

ed to a multiplication factor Which was obviously 

ade a very pessimistic assumption about the 
~ pheres of uranium and assumed that ~ 

ce considerably more than any other known 

Only in this way could I obtain 

for ~(C) • 0.005 sufficiently s all value for ' m to give a product)Ul9 

not too far above 1. 

a length B which A-5§ took to be 6. The assumption ol such a large res-

~ in order to obtain the multiplica on factor we come out with the approxi-

mately correct result. lad I at the e when A-55 was written used the correct 

of~ ·2 I would have come out with far o high values for the multiplication fac

tor which would not have fitted with my the graphite-~ranium system 

have a multiplication factor verJ much abo e 1, unless the use of carbon were much 

smaller than o.oos. 
------------------letter to Fermi, J1llil.y 5, 1939, which reads as follows a "carbon would also have an 

advantage over hydrogen in so far as there is no change in the IKm scattering cross -----
section, in the transition from the resonance region to the thermal region. Con

finite 
sequently, if layers of uranium oxide of :fi:JI:ti.B thickness are used, the diffusion 

of the thermal neutrons produced in the carbon to the uranium layer is not adversely 

affected as in the case of hydrogen by such a change." It is due to this fact that 
~ 

we can use fairly large spheres of uranium and fairly large distances between theae 

spheres in the graphite and that is the reason why A-55 was justified in stating 
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The assumption 

effect on the the selection of the most favorable iK 

weight these recipes lead to sizea and weight ratios which 

the highest possible multiplication factor. 

c. I submit that it is not justified to criticize A-55 on the ground that 

if the value of certain constants used in the paper is replaced by modern 

values for those canst~ while the value of other constants used in the paper 

is left untouched one comes out with entirely wrong resulB. A-55 uses the 

constants only in certain combinations and the constants were so adjusted to 

each other as to make those combinations come out right. 

3. On page 21, a formula is given for the critical radius~. Using the 

value of 50 om given on p.21 have~ one may write, 

This formula is correct in terms of~q and gives for.~qal.l25, ~• 250 am 

corresponding to about 100 tons or graph1 te. -:;;:;;;:::r;:::;::; f .z; : ::;:. 
In vi~ of the general statements made in the paper concerning the 

inaccuracy of some of the constants involved, and in view of ~~e great sensitivit,y 

, of the formula for j_ to changes in th~ mul )iplicatipn facto_!! it must be o~vio~s _,.. 
fv. ~ ~ ~~ ,....~ /f .rJ ~(-~ ~~~ 14--v ;_ L = z..r-o ~ ~~ ~ 

size of the proposed chain reacting system. It is my contention• which I do ~ ~ 
~ ~'< 

not propose to discuss here, that in February, 1940, there were methods available 

and known to men skilled in the art of inducing radioactivity by neutrons which per-

mitted to determine the accurate size by making measurements on structures which 

were mnaller than the accurate sife• 

·-·---------------
that even if the carbon cross section were as high as .01, the graphite-uranium system 

would give a multiplication factor just slightly above 1, in the case of the most 

favorable conditions.) 
fav 
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July 28, 1943 

TO: Dr. Dmpster 

FRO!::: Dr. Szilard 

I have read your analysis of report A- !'.i5 dated July 9, 1943 and you 

and I have since that time gone jointly over report IY-55. In the following, I 

sa giving you a reswme of the statements I made t o you in connection with 

l . A-55 gives a recipe which penni t _; t o deteu.r.d.ne for a. lattice of 

uranium. spheres in graphite for at radius .:-l oi: u.r ani'ill!l spheres and fox• what 

ratios of uranium to caroon tor any given R tl e rlli tiplicc.tion factor can be 

expected to be close to 1 ts highes t possible vu ue. By using the fol!mllae 

and the constants ai ven in t he paper one finds f or rooll1 temperature and density 

of 15 f!'}JJ.Sjco for the best radius R, a value sH.ghtly above 5 em. Similarl.y, 

0 for 900 C one finds for the best radius R, e. value of about 8 em. AU examples 

given in the paper refer either at 5 em spheres at roam tem..,.>eratures or to 8 

om spheres at goooo. 

The corresponding ratios of uranium. and carbon can be easily calculated 
I 

1'J.'OIIl the formulae given in A-55. No ratio ot uranium to carbon is explicitly ' 

given tor 8 em spheres at 900°0 but this could be obtained si.nply by putting the 

set of values given on page 20 in A-55 into the formulae given in the paper. 

:For 5 om spheres at room temperatures a ratio of uranium weight to graphite weight 

or 3 to 10 is given in ~55. 

It is '1'IJ:Y contention t hat for all t he R ~ues. and nll eight ratios re-

c ended in A-55, t he I:il.l2.tiplicattbn facto.r i::::. larger t hen 1 and that A-55 teaches 

how to obtain a lattice -r'Vbich is capable of su.staining a chai n re· ction. 



Sf39' spheres belo a cm radius. The theor.r negloots 'Vf.rious factors which 

counteract each other and thereU., leads to vorJ si8ple for.mulae. 

a) The theo:cy given in A-55 pe:c:nits to c~~culcte for any given radius R 

bet:-;een 5 and 8 em the most favorable ratio of UI'Wl Ulll to carbon in the folloWing 

manner: 

'The value of 8 is calcul.ated f:rom R, the radius of the uranium 

spheres) by means or equation ( 20a). The vc::luc of al.l physical constants 

occuring in eq\lation (20a) are given in the pa~ er~ Having obtained the value 

of the value or can be calculated e1 thcr f!'OI equation ( 26) or from 

equation ( 27) . Raving obtained qm the most favorable ratio of uranium. to 

carbon corresponding to the chosen value of R e&n be obtained fJ."'m equation ( 33a} • 

.An alternative metbod v.fbic is mathe:aatical],y identical gives 

the u.r-aniu;m...carbon r"d.t1o ot calCilla.ting in adt.li tion to E and qm also 1' 
from equation {19) and then substituting the values of e . 'P ' and <P into 

equation ( 33) • 

If the uranium graph! te ratio he..s been calculated 1 e may obtain 

the distance between neighboring uranium spheres in cubic clos&-paoked la·ttice 

t1'01ll equation ( 34) or more directly :rrom er,_11ation ( 35) ., 

(Please note the.t the distance of L 5l em given on p.l2 is not 

the distance corresponding to a physically reul case, but is a maxiw1m distanc 

which csn be gotten from equation (35) by means of a set ot values which are most 
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pessimistic ly chos • ai:lODg 

dmonstreting that there is no 

to tr o distance ~ 
paragraph on p.ll . } 

b) In order to get the mst favorable 

I 
It ~ " 

J'uly 28, 1943 

''!Xi p.20 for the purpose of 

· ce 'L becOIJ.iJJg larger compared 
' 

t~iication factor we have 

according to 55 to choose R so as to make E. a m.n~dr:nw . This i s obvious f 

equatio.o. ( 26) which sho a that qc. increases wi.t' . increasins E. A-55 seys on _)age 7: 

order to make the mul tiplicuti n factor a maxit:um ·;e have to choose R so as to 

alec£ as given by expression (20a.} a. r;ax:kmm,. A:~ ntctect before, t .Le maximum of 

e_1 .... at :room. temperature slight y above R = 5 <r: for uranium density ot 15 gms per 
. ~~ 

cc. If the t~peraturc is increased to ooooc, ·l;l:e ~sn·.A;ioR esd. ca)tu.re cross 

sectL:ms are reduced b:; 8 tactor 2 and t he na.."'Cl.I.ru.m tor R C:iliifts by a factor or Vi 
into t~e noighboihood of R 8 a em. 

2. A-55 as so tar discussed in the present tlaJOrandum deals only with the 

question of ho to obtain t he optil::ll.U;.1 size for the uranium spheres and the O?timum ratio 

of uruni to carbon. It is. ho .ever, a.!..SO of i t erest to know whether for the op-

timmn case, the Ol.lti:plieat1on factor vdll be :fl~or than 1. In this respect, -55 

most enphatically asserts that tbis wilJ.. b the case and gives on p. 21 for roam 

tEClperature (A, q - l.) = 1/8 ;hich correspo:s~s \.o a '"'"'J.l tipliclition taotor of 

)A..q = 1 .125. This corresponds to <Jll = .,6 Talue given on p. 2l tor spheres of 5 em. 

radius at roam tan.peratu.re and a value ofA_ = 1. 8?, which i.s in nceordance w.l. th the 

Tal.ue of _p.. given on p . 17 if 'ile take into ccount the expliei t y st ted exyerimental 

error zivan on p . l7 tor p. 
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It should be n ted t hct only the !}roduct~ enters into the detemination 
• J_, • . ;-~ .. .... \ ~ 

of the oriticf~ :rcdius Rand that it is indf«i · Efil?~:m:ti J.fl."(ml1he ~point ,o~ view of the 
r ,-,- . 

chain :reaction in 't~hat 'ffiY this , rod.uct is S1>li t into tne ~ :f'~ctoll"s ?-and q. 
qri! . '-' -' I • 'I•,J 

S:t1""ila:rly, Joliot' s ex;;ericrent whic ~ .n ·discuastJ~ n tpe paper doos not 

' 
)Lx. (1-p) . iJ i n connected with the reso:na:.1co ~bs..'J:r Jtion of uranium, nnd A-55 

Em.J?hasizes that 1 ts value is very badly knmm. Al:!ihough it is? therefore, SQ!!J,e

wl ~'-t uncertein in: What wey this :n"'duct :tas to be S.Jlit into~ and 1-p this un

certainty does not ai'fect the resulta of J"oliot ' s. En.."Pel•imen:t s inasmuch as. it 

sho'!1s that urani'l.l:m-water mixtures may have a nml ti?lioati n :factor which is, 

rather close to 1 . 

At tl.ia tble when A-55 wr:-.s ¥.rri tten, there WllS a consensus of o pinion 

based on variaua measurerr.ants on homogeneous nnd het-erogeneous "Ymtel"-uranium 

syotana that such eystans may huva at room temperature a multiplication tactor 

wb.ich comes very close to l~ but will not exceed l by more than a minut~ fraction 

if a.t all . This opinion was based 0n rmch better evidence than the.e) wa.a £,vail

able tor arry individual constant , for e'XHll.:ple,Ji.. If we now replecedt as the 

slo•11ng agent , hydrogen by cerbon by substi tutillg 25 to 30 carbon atoms f Yr o.ae 

hydl'ogen atom. one should expect a system in ',,;hich the loss of neutrons due to 

uranium resonance l.S abc-u.t e~u to tllo loe ., crue to reson,;once in the bydl."ogeneous 

syst Tald.Dg at :roo:u.:. temperature tb.o absor_ tion cross section of carbon d) 

,.005, 25 to W carbon atoms v.uuld, at rooru temperature, haVe an absorption of 

only e.bout .13 to- .l5, whereas, t he t hel'lflSl abSO:t:Jtion cross section. of bydroaen 

atom is about .3.. J~ceol'di®y, u:ne has to expect that the urani'l.Jlll-graphi te 

systw is m.o.re favorable and <'fill ·"'Ye, in the most favorable case, n mu.ltipli-
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cation factor above l., but eanhot 'huve 1 'at ro " t~erature, a multiplication 
' f ' t ' .~o t ~ ~· , " I .... i ·\ \ 

factor· very much above 1,. unle~s ·the carbon ~~~s ttection should be oons1derebly 

lower then .005. .alt:L.-- ... -
' ' -.J. ";;,.I\. 

The set of' constall-t llaed1 in A-55 was'- a<> adjusted that the tol.'mU.l.ae given 

in .A-55 yield t'or room tEillperatu.re in the most; favorable case for OC'( C) = 0.005 

a multiplication factor of sligb:tlx above one, forJl-= 1.8'7; q = 0 ,.6~ = 1 . 125. 

The same set of eonstants give then if' put into the tomml.ae for room 

tempera-ture as the most favorable size for 15 gm./ec density a radius slightl.y 

above 5 em t:nd for the most favorable weight ratio of uranium to carbon a value 
~ 

whic'1 1sffi!t8« to the optimum and for Which in the li&,ht of our uresent knowledp;e 

the multiplication factor "WOUld be in fact above 1. 

Please note that from the consideration given above it muld follow that 

of the carbon Cl'OSS seetio.n were o.ol., ca.rbon would just about ba equivalent 

to \vd:rogen. I wrote in wv letter to Fe:tmi dated July 3, 1939( which dealt 

witJ, het·erogeneous mixtures bu.t did not~fift envisage, the use or thick layers 

of graphite} "If the cross section were o.ol carbon vJOuld be no better th-811 

hydrogen. " On July 51 1939, envisaging the use of thick le,yers o:t carbon between 

uranium-containing elements I wrote to Fenni: "carbon 'K>uld also have an adven-

tage over hydrogen insofar as there is no change in the scattering cross section, 

in th transition from the resonance region to the the.mal region., Consequent-ly, 

if layers of uranium oxide of finite thickness are used, the diffusion or the 

thennal. neutron.s produced in the carbon to the uranium ley-er 1 s not 'adversely 

atfeeted aa in the case of hydrogen by such ~ change. ?!~ 

This consideration gives carbon a sufficient advanta£e going sufficiently 

beyond the equivalent considerations stated in the letter of July 3rd to enable me 

to state in A-55 that t~e chain reucting in t~e urani carbon lattice would go 
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even if' the ct:U'bon absorption were 0 . 01, but t c advant e w s ,B2l sufficient 

t make this statement holu for roOl!l temperc.ture. For high toorperature where 

th~ optimum i shifted :towards larger uraniUL~ s~eres end thicker layers of 'c ~ .... 
c rbon bet een the uranium spheres this a vant --e of c rbon becOl:les reater 

and A-55 says that it becomes sufficientlY gre ... t to raise the multiplication 

factor above one for a carbon cross section of . 01. 

c. I submit the.t 1 t is not justifie to criticize A-55 un the grounds 

that if the Ta.lue of' certain constants used in tne :pa_?er is replaced by mode.m 

values for those constants ihi.J..e the v ue f ut:O.er constants used in the p per 

i s eft untouched one comes out i th entire >il.\)Dg results. A.-55 uses the eon--

stante only in certain combinations and the constants were so adjusted to each 

other as to mak thoue combination~ c e ou right. 

3. On p . 21, a fonnula is given for e critical radius~ . Using the 

T ue of 50 em given on p . 2l have r-=;;: one 1 r !l.i.te, 

t t:o-~ 
This foxmu.la is correct in ter.rta of ).<_q an gives tor;tt q = 1 . 125,. fl. = 250 

correspondiDg to about 100 tons of graphite. 

In Tiew of the general statanents n.ade in t he paper concerning the in ccu-

racy of some of the constants involved, and in view of' the !reat sensitivity ot 
the :tomula tor ) to changes in the multiplic tion t ctor, it must bo obvious to 

anyone lllb.o reads 55 that the statement .f_. 250 1ndicates only t..l}.e ap roxi.mate 

siz of the proi.')osed chain reacting syst It i r:rsy contention. which I do not 
~~ 

propose to ne:rti.OA here, that in Februfll"Y 1940, there ·ere thode availabl and 

kno :n to en skilled in the art of' inducing dioactivity by neutrons whic pexmitt 
~ 

to dete:mrl.ne the~ size by making asur ents on structures which were smaller 'i-. t::::z;;·-::--
than tho ~~-ii-6i~e . 
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De~r Hartiin: 

BERKELEY: DEPARTM ENT O f GENETICS 

Dec~mbsr 14, 1959 

Thanks for t.ha corres ponde1'1C9 wi '.:. h .Sz ilarrl. l .' n '" hu .JE:o .... r at.J.o bu s iness, Lhe U.S. 

da t a for many years certa inl ~· gn7 e P. h ighl;v : i gnif:. s ·:r,t pa r tial r agress .· on ·with age 

of fa t her and a sma.llt~on-significsnt on~ '-1 ·. :::..1. ag -:: .-~,f rnot-:1ar, alt11oucr. lat e r less 

extensive data sh~·.ved t hat the r ecre :; ;;;J..~·n "\.1~ .3 ::: . ,., :> ~, i:r.·:o:- t.:mtly vi t h i"J ~:>rity! (':'he 

latter data vere classified si..rn.u1 tan(:lO~..<s:y frr a ~e of mcthJr, ,) f fa t.h€. r, and order 

of birth). I wa.s quite in~.erest-=d i.J! t hase da ta , .:hich ''ere obtdn:~ d t y Nov :i. 7.eki 

a nG. worked over by him and by .Ala n Kimball. I p~rson c.lly :-:a.ne :. o the :r·sJ her unsatis

factory be lief that th~re probably exis t in ~he U.S. s ubpotn:lations w; t.:1 d! ffer 9n t 

"l ~X retlr>s, and that cl£J s sificatjcn by t :1."' t h..r~ -:: var lnbl es ru:r;1.-:. -- .'1'2rl a :.rJV"' ~~;.ts acros s 

th.e3S subpopulg.ticns in such a wey ::-.f=i· on1y r.. srr.dll part i on of t:-: .1 va.!':.ab ·lLy s hc•oied 

up be tween th~ a5e and pa r-ity gr c".tp ::; . I wc1uld not l :k·= 1.,- hs.v ~ , n pr _, ·,,3 · :d.s bt~ l · e_' 

but iT. s-2ems to me reasonable in view of th~ d iff ict: l ~-Y of r:.akil!g r::1.:cn ss.1S" cu t .·f 

the parity crJrrelation, ctnd of the vBr y srsll va.r .i.aticn i.l'l ' .r:..:se dat~ :··,:;pe.! <cd •.: itrJ 

some repo:=:-ts shoving mu.:;J: larger -j ·;ffer"·nc-:'S ln 1: pec :i al c·a :Pn . 

Dr. Szilar-d's a g,3ing ~heori~s a:-e c :; r·.-.-.: .Ln] y :.r1t er~s t i:1g ~1./i I woJ l d Ln irlk, !11-.. \; a 

a good chcmce of be ing essent ::_B:ly ys i 1 t.c.. "< de gree-- i. ... . I dc ub+., tf t:J..or ~ is an:. 

on.= sJrnple explanation but this could ~'-' rtaml;v be a pe r·t::.s1 on3 . I 811"; no t o•; 

happy abont ~, he particular 'vlay h,:; app1. ie.-:t t h-'! tl'wor y +. ; r.~ : : r!j t i o . F0r ..:;x s.nJjJl e , I 

doubt vr3ry U:llCh Whether a mutation i n t he Y Cr..l' ,"):!l05 0:;1 '. W>Ul d } "i:!.l t) r pa:r· t i C1Jl.er l y 

1ncare.citate a spermatagl)Jlium or pr~v ·:.m t. it fr')ffi pr C< du:: ir.{" func "C ional s per r:t. Hm.fa v;~ -:-

we dv , nov, ha.v~ r e8 30D to s upo·::.s e t ha t a func t i nna l. sper -:-. 1 .:-, ckillf 1 ~0r. h ~ "':! r~nd 1 

'"'hromosorc.a '"auld probably procLrce a Tur.nr: r- tJ :t-ndror."te s terile fe:J~l e ; but it >~1-?1''12 t o 

Jr.e ·. hat the frequency of pro:iur.: "t:i on of A con'lplet~ly ; n~e.pac:tated 'f. in .3 p.t=: r l•, r: tag.'n is 

~ 3 no: l i ke ly t o be ·v:;; ry freque r.t . I c:- l s o P.f.:r~e w: -.h you t he t tn3 postul~t d !'r~ 

qu-::> n-:!,Y 0f a le t hal mutation i n t he sex cl-...r om.,~·:;om:o s cf s p :-rmat.agonia i s ra : n'' -~ hi fh . 

::; 1 xuch s o tr..aL I think it :dc.ht. be d ifficu lt. to eXp\a~~ :.hr· :_;urvivRJ of h t r:lt&n PC:Pu

lat:i.or.-3. In addi~ ion i t is quite possible t h~· t :-:: an:~l\r e~~s s.:.va le t hals t huL wuuld 

k .J ll e. zye;otc or embryo "When ho;nozyeous or r1eter02ygous mit~ ht nut ki ll a "> !Jermatagonium. 

Kaplan as I remember was able to induce l etha)3 b 1 g erm-l i ne i chromosomes nf males 

(although I think thsre was s ome reas on c.o .suppo~ e t ha t nAybc ha lf of them 1.1ere cell 

lat.b.al and thersfore not det. ected)by f..E>Qd. ..... J 1~,. ..... o'V\ f ... --.ld~7'~ · 

I wonder why Dr. Szilard do•.;a not consider t.ha usual theory that muta-:;ior. of e.n 

X chromo3ome in an oogonium voul(~ l '=ad t o lethalit y in male zygotes and \JOUld, i! 
recsssive, have no effect (usually) in f e,Ml e zygotes·: -·v en if the X were completely 

lncapsc:ited one might obta.in e.n X-C Turner ~yndror.;.'"o f '3male bu t ccrtamly n0 male. 

Perhaps above I did not make clear the ~mprobabHlty of l ethal effects in e Y 

chroxosome--sin.::!e XO individuals surv lV 3 a r:1 seem t o be fe irly h8a l thy '")Xci3pt for 

bAi."'lg sterile, it seems to me u.alike l y t ha t l ::nJ Lfll n:.ut a t ions would occur frequantly, 

a lt hough of eourse two h it lethals (say d:iccntr i cs) or pos s ibl ,. s ome oth~r kind of 

chrr)J'Ilosome aberration r esulting in poss::i.b)4 me chanical difficulties is r1ot. at all 

cu~ of t he question. 

illD:yu 

W i~Jl.., r egards, 

~ 
Evere~t R. Demps t er 
Profess or of Genetics 

UNIVERSITY OF CALlFORNlA-( Lettcrhcad for iaterdepa"'-Mntal aa~) 
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